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ABSTRACT

  
This study sought to provide evidence of advertiser pressure and editorial favoritism in the

two largest circulation auto magazines. Through a content analysis, it examined the relationship between advertising pages and several types of editorial
coverage during 1995 and 2000 in Car & Driver and Motor Trend magazines. The hypothesis that as advertising increased so would editorial coverage was
generally supported.  However, the positive correlation between increased advertising and coverage was much stronger during the economically robust year of
1995 than the leaner year of 2000. This supports the notion that after a certain level of “equal” editorial coverage has been
presented to readers, companies that advertise more receive increasingly more editorial attention.
 
“I found your article on mutual funds helpful, but I could not help but notice that your major advertisers (e.g., Strong, Fidelity, Vanguard, T. Rowe Price) were
also your recommended funds in this article.  What is the relationship of these funds to your magazine?  How objective is your advice?”

—Letter to Editor in Kiplinger’s Personal Finance Magazine (Goldberg, 1996)
 
IntroductionIntroduction
            Much anecdotal evidence shows that the wall between the editorial and business functions of media, as sacred to journalists as the constitutional wall
between church and state, is not as impenetrable as many would hope. The Staples Arena and Los Angeles Times fiasco brought a lot of attention to the
collapsing wall (Shaw, 1999; Postrel, 2000; Davis & Fitzgerald, 2000; Risser, 2000). Another article chronicled the collapse by identifying three disturbing
trends: an increasing presence of marketing directors in editorial meetings, news content that is periodically changed to appease high-volume advertisers, and
respected newspapers giving control of editorial content to the advertising department that includes writing and editing copy for the home, auto and garden
sections (Underwood, 1998).

Accusations of editorial favoritism range from the exclusion of negative subject matter ¾ self-censorship ¾ to the inclusion of positive subject
material, which masquerades as independent editorial (Cameron & Ju Pak, 2000). This favoritism may be most egregious at television news stations, where
some issues are forbidden to be covered while others are encouraged to appease high-volume advertisers (Potter, 2001). As one news director said, “If we’re
doing a story on imported cars, we’d rather talk to the Honda dealer who advertises as opposed to the Toyota dealer who doesn’t” (p. 68). This might seem
good business practice, until “you consider what viewers are likely to think when they notice that so many of the people who get to talk on the news represent
big advertisers” (p. 68).  It’s no wonder that a 1998 study of local television news sponsored by the Radio and Television News Directors Association found
“that more than 8 out of 10 Americans questioned believe that advertisers have an ‘undue influence’ over editorial content” (Tompkins, 2002).

Steve Goodman explains that dealing with advertisers is a balancing act that comes with the territory: “They [editors] need to think carefully about
tackling certain issues without upsetting too much of the hand that feeds them. They might say ‘Oh, we need total editorial integrity,’ but sometimes that has
to be tempered with the fact that they have a business to run” (White, 2001, p. 20).

How much of an influence do advertisers have on editorial content? After exploring the literature on this subject, this paper presents the results of a
content analysis of car magazines comparing editorial coverage to advertising purchases. Automobile manufacturers have been considered the group applying
the most pressure. Additionally, magazines are ripe with opportunities to satisfy advertisers with editorial content. It may be seen in the publishing of fluffy
press releases, masked advertorials, marketing and promotional favors, over-censoring of product reviews, or “best” & “worst” awards in magazines wherein
most of the bests just happen to be advertisers (Brady, 1993; Mediati, 1996; Cameron, 2000).



 
Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Anne Cunningham identified two ways in which advertisers can exert influence. In the more overt approach, “advertisers have power over media
decision makers to the extent that their threat to withdraw advertising dollars may force media decision makers to kill stories that would otherwise run” 
(Cunningham, 1999, p. 83). This use of power occurs in situations where there is a conflict between the editorial content and the desires of the advertiser. A
newspaper editor responding to a survey identified car dealers as the worst offenders of this kind of influence: “One canceled $9,000 a month in advertising
after the news department wrote a story that was not critical but the headline writer described the car as a ‘funny-looking car’” (Soley & Craig, 1992, p. 7).
Some automotive companies have taken their pressure to another level that threatens the autonomy of the media to make editorial choices. 

In 1996, Chrysler sent a letter to magazines demanding to see articles and outlines in advance to ensure that its advertising wasn’t placed in an issue
that had any “editorial content that encompasses sexual, political, social issues or any editorial that might be construed as provocative or offensive” (Baker,
1997, p. 30). A Wall Street Journal article reported that fear of losing four Chrysler ads led Esquire magazine to pull a controversial short story by David
Leavitt that had a gay theme and some raw language (Knecht, 1997). Chrysler defended its rationale as follows: “Our whole contention is that when you are
looking at a product that costs $22,000, you want the product to be surrounded by positive things” (Baker, 1997, p. 33).  As reported in one trade publication,
in September 1997 the Magazine Publishers Association and the American Society of Magazine Editors issued a joint statement recommending their members
not grant prior review to advertisers (Cassidy, 1997). A month later, Chrysler dropped the demand, but said it may limit the range of magazines in which it
advertises (Staff, 1997).

Not all efforts to influence content are as overt. Cunningham (1999) contended that advertisers continue to exert influence when conflict is absent.
Since most media are in business to make a profit, this approach allows publishers to censor themselves to protect that profit. A former New York magazine
editor said he always kept the concerns of advertisers in the back of his mind.  “Because I worked closely and happily with the publisher at New York, I was
aware who the big advertisers were. My antennae were turned on, and I read copy thinking, ‘is this going to cause Calvin Klein or Bergdorf big problems?’”
(Baker, 1997, p. 31).
Cunningham provided another example of the subtle approach from the early days of Ms. magazine. After losing Clairol and other advertisers due to the
radical content of the magazine, Gloria Steinem became more sensitive to advertiser considerations. “When staff writer Andrea Dworkin wrote a piece on Nazi
Germany in which she mentioned Porsche, a car manufactured and distributed by Volkswagen, editor Gloria Stienem changed the word to ‘expensive car.’
Steinem explained that, although Volkswagen had never pressured the magazine, she was afraid of offending a valuable advertiser” (Orenstein, 1990 cited in
Cunningham, 1999, p. 84).
            Previous research on advertiser influence on content has been presented in three forms. A common form of evidence found in most of the media trade
magazines, such as Columbia Journalism Review and Folio, is anecdotal. Additionally, some researchers and professional journalism associations have
surveyed publishers, editors, and reporters to measure the degree and frequency of advertising and other business pressures. Finally, a few content analyses
have been conducted on magazines and their advertising to compare the relative absence and presence of specific types of advertising and editorial. 

One anecdotal piece about magazines looked at advertiser pressure in the computer press following an incident where readers accused Byte magazine
of publishing puffery and even product reviews of computers that never made it to market. The authors observed, “Many publications are filled with upbeat,
generally favorable reviews” (Pool & Comendul, 1985, p. 49). After examining an issue of Personal Computing, they concluded: “although most of the
reviews contained some criticism, the overall conclusion in almost every instance was favorable” (p. 49). This and other examples in books and trade
magazines (Bagdikian, 1983; Curtis, 1986; Garneau, 1990; Steinem, 1990; MacArthur, 1992) have provided anecdotal support for accusations of self-
censorship, decreasing editorial integrity and ethical ambiguity.
            A number of editor surveys published by scholarly and trade publications provide additional support for a presence of advertiser pressure at
newspapers and magazines (Hays & Reisner, 1991; Gersh, 1992; Silber, 1994). For example, 62% of farm journal editors responding to one survey “reported
receiving pressures from advertisers, while about half said that advertising had actually been withdrawn on occasion” (Hays & Reisner, 1991, p. 172). In a



random survey of 250 newspaper editors, “more than 70 percent of the respondents reported that ‘advertisers tried to kill’ stories.” The authors also found that
“editors at large circulation newspapers reported being pressured as much as editors at small circulation newspapers” (Soley & Craig, 1992, p. 6).
Additionally, more than a third reported that advertisers had succeeded in changing news or feature stories.

A national survey of journalists by the Committee of Concerned Journalists and the Pew Research Center For The People & The Press, found that
news organizations are becoming increasingly pressured by the need for profit. News media executives disagree with senior news managers about the effect of
the business side on content. The executives “see scant corporate and advertising influence on the content of news, view media consolidation efforts as largely
harmless and argue that increased financial pressures are simply altering the way things are done.”  Meanwhile, a majority of news managers and reporters
“see increasing business pressures in the newsroom as damaging to the quality of their product” (Striking the balance, 1999). However, of those surveyed,
“only one-fourth of national news staff and one-third of local news staff say that advertising concerns exert at least a fair amount of influence over which
stories to cover” (Striking the balance, 1999). In summarizing the survey, Bill Kovach said the pressure is subtle. “This is not a matter of executives or
advertisers pressuring journalists about what to write or broadcast. Few cite that as an issue. It involves cutbacks, buyouts, focusing journalists around the
bottom line, tying journalists’ incomes to business incentives, creating a commercial rather than a journalistic mindset in the newsroom” (Kovach, 1999).
            Content analyses have focused primarily on cigarette advertising and health issues (Kessler, 1989; Warner, et al, 1992; Mastin, 1996). These empirical
studies demonstrated a tendency for magazines that carry tobacco advertising to shy away from coverage of health issues and diseases associated with
smoking, while remaining vocal on other important health issues, concluding that the magazines exercised self-censorship to retain profitable advertising
relationships.

Specialty magazines are also suspect. Orentlicher and Hehir II (1999) found medical journals tended to accept only medical-related advertising and
even established policies allowing only this type of advertising in their journals. Thus, a major portion of revenue for such journals came from advertising of
pharmaceutical companies that also had products reviewed and studied in the journal. These authors questioned the ability of medical journal editors to
objectively choose which articles to print. “For example, if a clinical study suggested that drug treatment was not as good as surgical therapy for a subclass of
patients with pharmaceutical companies, journal editors may be more likely to reject a report of the study because of concerns that the study design was not
rigorous enough” (p. 115).

This study sought to expand the literature by examining the possible effects of advertiser pressure in specialty magazines ¾ implicit or institutional ¾
on the presence or abundance of editorial content, as opposed to the relative absence thereof as examined by the cigarette advertising studies. This study also
followed up on the anecdotal accusations of pressure made toward the auto industry.

Based on the literature review, the following research hypotheses were developed:
H1: There is a positive correlation between the amount of advertising purchased by an auto brand[1] and the number of reviews devoted to
automobiles produced by that brand.
 
H2: Companies whose automobiles appear on the magazine covers purchase more advertising than companies whose automobiles do not
appear on the covers.
 
H3: Companies whose automobiles win head-to-head comparison tests purchase more advertising than companies that do not win comparison
tests.
 
H4: For Car & Driver, companies who appear in its annual “Top 10” list purchase more advertising than companies not selected for the list.

MethodMethod
            A content analysis of editorial and advertising appearing in Car & Driver and Motor Trend, the two most widely-circulated monthly automotive
consumer magazines (Steele, 1996), was performed as a case study to test the hypotheses. These publications were selected for three reasons. First, they have

http://aejmcmagazine.bsu.edu/journal/archive/Fall_2003/automags.htm#_edn1


large paid circulations: Car & Driver with 1.1 million in 1995 and 1.37 million in 2000 and Motor Trend with 968,000 in 1995 and 1.29 million in 2000
(SRDS Consumer Magazine Advertising Source, 2000; Audit Bureau of Circulation, 1995). Second, the auto industry is cited as the most frequent and
aggressive advertiser attempting to influence content, at least anecdotally. Third, the abundance of reviews, “best lists” and comparisons in these publications,
combined with the focused subject matter, provided a suitable medium for empirically testing the research hypotheses. Furthermore, the reliance on
advertising income is purportedly not as great with consumer publications as with business publications (non-paid, controlled circulation) where “the dynamic
is altogether different: no ads, no magazine” (Brady, 1993, p. 37). Since consumers account for 40 to 50% of the revenue earned by magazines, it is expected
that publishers are concerned about the balance of coverage that appeals to the audience as well as the advertiser (Sumner, 2001). 
            Two years were selected, 1995 and 2000, and a census conducted to see if findings were consistent longitudinally. While a sample over a longer time
period may have provided more generalizable findings, a census was required to first check for possible short-term relationships (month-to-month, quarter-to-
quarter). This would not have been possible with a sample. After the initial data were entered, short-term relationships were not an issue, so annual advertising
pages were used as the unit of analysis. As overall advertising pages increase, overall editorial pages also increase, and advertising agencies tend to purchase
advertising on yearly contracts because of the discounts available for multiple insertions. Additionally, the unit of analysis was kept at the level of the
particular brands of the automobile companies, as opposed to the larger parent companies. This accounted for the car and truck divisions having their own
marketing executives, media plans, budgets and agencies. For example, according to the 1995 Standard Directory of Advertisers, the various divisions of
General Motors Corporation ¾ Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, etc. ¾ are each represented by different advertising agencies with separate budgets, media buyers
and calendar years. Keeping the analysis at this level ¾ providing a maximum number of cases ¾ allowed the nuances of these possible relationships to
present themselves.
            Operationalization of variables. The main criterion variable in the research hypotheses was the amount of editorial coverage devoted to specific
automobile brands. For this study a brand referred to a car make (i.e. Toyota, Chevrolet, Dodge, Porsche). Since the operationalization of editorial coverage
was slightly different for each hypothesis, the definitions are given below. Because of the differing magazine formats, the magazines also differ.
            For H1’s criterion variable, the number of reviews included such items as when a particular car and truck appeared in a comparison test, road test,
short take, driving impression, sneak preview and articles devoted to award winners, such as Motor Trend’s “Auto of the Year.” Other review-type articles
included “fun cars,” “bang for your buck” cars, and “Top 10” cars. Articles not included as reviews, but included in the “other” category were feature articles,
long-term reports, updates and “specialty file” articles about after-market upgrades, non-production European cars, concept cars, and modified consumer
brands. One major assumption was made in operationalizing this variable: While these publications did give negative reviews from time to time, and not
everything said in every review was positive, in general, most reviews seemed to feature an abundance of positive statements. It also seemed as if negative
statements were often preceded or followed by a qualifier. Even in comparison tests many favorable comments were made about about the cars ranked second
through seventh places. For this initial study, no distinction was made regarding the quality of reviews; the hypotheses were designed to get at the notion that
these magazines would pay more attention to companies that advertised more often.
            For H2, two groups were created—those brands with photographs of their automobiles appearing on the cover and those brands that did not. Some
issues had more than one car on the cover. Sometimes more than one car appeared in the same photo, such as when a comparison test was the lead story.
Occasionally, a collage of separate photos of single cars appeared on the magazine covers. No weight was given to the size of the photo or which car, if any,
was in the foreground. If a car appeared in a photo on the cover, then that brand became a member of the cover group.
            While Car & Driver ranked all cars in comparison tests ¾ first, second, third and so on ¾ Motor Trend tended to pick a “winner” (sometimes several
winners ¾ each with a qualifier of some sort) and leave the others unranked. So for H3, two groups were created in order to test for a relationship with the
average number of advertising pages purchased. One group comprised brands that won a comparison test during the year; those that participated in at least
one comparison test but never won comprised the other group.
            Comparison tests were easy to analyze in Car & Driver because specific scores were given and “First Place,” “Second Place,” etc., awarded. Most
Motor Trend reviews specifically stated a winner. In some instances, however, a second winner, based on price considerations or some other quality, was



selected. These were coded as winners. In a few cases there was no winner at all (or too many winners) and a draw was declared. For example, in one two-car
comparison, the writer summarized, “This comparo [sic] doesn’t have a landslide winner” (Motor Trend, May 1994, p. 110). Another ended, “Choosing one
over the other is largely a matter of individual choice” (Motor Trend, September 1994, p, 82). In comparisons that didn’t have a clear winner, each participant
was counted as not winning the test. H4 was operationalized in the same manner as H3. Those listed in Car & Driver’s annual Top 10 list comprised one
group while those that did not make the list comprised the other group.
Predictor variable measures were operationalized as follows: Number of Advertising Pages for particular brands (Audi, BMW, Chevrolet, etc.) were counted in each
issue and summed on an annual basis. Only ads that featured a particular automobile or brand name having to do with a car or driving were included. For example,
ads touting the quality of Ford Electronics (with the Ford brand logo) and ads for Dodge’s Skip Barber racing school were included in the advertising page count.
BMW motorcycle, Mercedes Benz apparel, and Ford credit card ads were not included. These were judged to be advertising from licensees of the brand logo. Also,
any non-car advertisements, such as BF Goodwrench, were not included. Branding advertisements were counted, unless the ad was for more than one brand, in which
case it was discounted entirely (i.e. DaimlerChrysler was not included under Mercedes or Chrysler). Additionally, ads were rounded up to the nearest page. Table 1
lists total advertising pages for both years by car divisions.  Car & Driver’s advertising revenue was estimated at approximately $85 million in 1995 (Endicott &
Brown, 1996), and grew to $117.7 million in 2000 (Endicott, 2001). Motor Trend’s advertising revenue in 1995 was estimated at approximately $45.3 million
(Endicott & Brown, 1996) and grew to $77.1 million in 2000 (Endicott, 2001). 
Table 1: 1995 and 2000 Table 1: 1995 and 2000 Advertising Page Count by Car DivisionAdvertising Page Count by Car Division

 
 Car and Driver Ad Pages  Motor Trend Ad Pages

CAR MAKE 1995 2000 2000-1995  1995 2000 2000-1995
Acura 6 17 11  10 12 2

Aston-Martin 0 0 0  0 0 0
Audi 4 14 10  0 0 0

BMW 20 22 2  19 6 -13
Buick 15 0 -15  12 0 -12

Cadillac 8 10 2  8 4 -4
Chevrolet 36 49 13  34 39 5

Chrysler 27 40 13  23 36 13
Dodge 50 25 -25  34 35 1
Eagle 15 0 -15  14 0 -14
Ford 67 12 -55  56 8 -48
Geo 6 0 -6  6 0 -6

Honda 17 13 -4  18 11 -7
Hyundai 7 11 4  6 8 2

Infiniti 25 28 3  22 26 4
Isuzu 8 17 9  8 8 0

Jaguar 1 7 6  1 6 5
Jeep 11 14 3  3 12 9

Kia 0 4 4  2 0 -2
Land Rover 7 0 -7  5 0 -5

Lexus 28 17 -11  15 19 4
Lincoln 7 4 -3  1 6 5
Mazda 24 9 -15  15 5 -10

Mercedes 4 0 -4  2 0 -2



Mercury 2 0 -2  4 0 -4
Mitsubishi 22 20 -2  20 16 -4

Nissan 71 52 -19  53 27 -26
Oldsmobile 8 9 1  6 9 3

Plymouth 12 0 -12  4 0 -4
Pontiac 8 11 3  4 3 -1

Porsche 5 2 -3  2 2 0
Saab 5 0 -5  5 0 -5

Saturn 8 7 -1  0 7 7
Subaru 5 12 7  5 10 5
Suzuki 16 11 -5  14 12 -2
Toyota 24 22 -2  15 23 8

Volvo 9 6 -3  10 5 -5
Volkswagen 0 11 11  0 12 12
GMC (GM) 12 6 -6  8 2 -6

        
Totals 600 482 -118  464 369 -95

Averages 15 12.05 -2.95  11.6 9.225 -2.375

 

            A possible confounding variable was the number of models a particular automaker produced for any given year. It was deemed important to control
for this variable since a brand that produced 12 models would be likely to have more cars reviewed than a brand with only three models. Kelley Blue Book
online (www.kbb.com) identified the number of models for each brand in 1995 and 2000. Thirty-eight manufacturers were identified ¾ paralleling the number
of advertisers. The greatest number of models was 20 in 1995 and 21 in 2000 (Chevrolet) while the lowest number was two (Saab and Kia). A few
discrepancies existed between years—Eagle existed in 1995 but not 2000 and Chevrolet absolved Geo by 2000. In determining the number of models,
variations of a model were not counted (i.e. Honda Civic would count as a separate model, but a Honda Civic Coupe would not). Truck series were counted as
one model as well. This was because when reviewing a car, the magazines would tend to mention that it was also available as a station wagon, or a scaled-
down version (for trucks lines). They did not get a separate review.

Reliability. The reliability of the definitions and coding was ensured through one of the authors coding a sub-sample at a separate place and time using
written instructions. Six issues each (25% of the population) were selected at random for Motor Trend and Car and Driver and coded, and correlated to the
other author’s coding. Pearson’s R was used to compare the advertising page count (.94). For the editorial coverage variables (dependent variables), the
formula outlined by Perreault and Leigh (1989) for judging the reliability of nominal data based on qualitative judgments was used. For Motor Trend the
reliability index score was .96, for Car & Driver the score was .97. The reliability of the coding process was judged to be high (Ir > .90).
  
ResultsResults
            Hypothesis one predicted a positive correlation between the number of advertising pages purchased and the number of times a brand is featured in
reviews of various kinds. The correlations are presented in Table 2. Significance is not reported with the statistics because the number of cases represents a
census from each year rather than a sample. [ii]
 
Table 2: Pearson Correlations for Number of Table 2: Pearson Correlations for Number of Reviews and Ad PagesReviews and Ad Pages

http://www.kbb.com/
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Publication 1995 2000
Car & DriverCar & Driver (n =
49*)

.68 .50

Motor TrendMotor Trend (n =
49)

.715 .40

*This n is higher than what appears in the advertiser chart because
some brand names that received reviews did not advertise during those years.
 
             In and of themselves, these positive correlations did not support a moderate relationship between ads purchased and the number of cars reviewed
because a brand with 14 cars in its line would be more likely to receive more reviews than a line with only three cars. To control for this possibility, partial
correlations were run with number of reviews as the dependent variable and advertising pages and number of models as independent variables. A multiple
regression was run as well. Table 3 below shows the various partial correlation scores, beta weighs and adjusted R-squared values for both magazines and
years.
 
Table 3: Partial Correlations and Regression Table 3: Partial Correlations and Regression Coefficients forCoefficients for
Number of Reviews and Two Independent Number of Reviews and Two Independent VariablesVariables
 
Independent Variable 1995 2000
 P.C.      B P.C.      B
Car & DriverCar & Driver (n =38)   
 Ad Pages .36      .35 .13       .13
 Number of Models .46      .48 .45      .49
  Adjusted R-Squared .56 .28
    
Motor TrendMotor Trend (n = 38)   
 Ad Pages .42      .44 -.02      -.02
 Number of Models .36      .37 .54      .65
  Adjusted R-Squared .56 .37

 
            These tests provided support for hypothesis one for 1995, but also emphasized the difference between the two years. For 1995, there was a moderate
positive correlation between ads purchased and the number of reviews received ¾ even when controlling for the number of models in a line. However, for
2000, the strength of partial correlation and multiple regression decreased substantially from the relationship in 1995.  
            Upon further reflection, the question arose as to whether brand popularity (as measured by car division unit sales) could be a confounding variable.
One might argue that reviewing the most popular brand names would attract the greatest number of readers. Data provided by Automotive News on Unit Sales
by car division for 1995 (Staff, 1995) were entered into the analysis. However, the variance accounted for in the partial correlations diminished considerably
(for example, from .43 to .26 for one year) in all but one case (.28 to .31). Adjusted R-squared values did not change considerably either, so this variable was
not included. One conceptual explanation for the unimportance of this variable would be that editorial on generic “common man” cars does not interest the
magazines’ readers who are more interested in higher-end vehicles.
            Hypothesis two was also supported. For Car & Driver, brands featured on the cover purchased more than two-and-a-half times as much advertising in



1995 and more than one-and-a-half times as much advertising in 2000 versus brands not featured on the cover. For Motor Trend, the differences were even
greater: in 1995 and 2000, brands shown on the cover purchased three times and two times as much advertising than brands not shown on the cover
respectively. The means for both magazines and years are presented in Table 4. As expected, based on the finding of hypothesis one, the means were less in
2000, possibly due to the general decrease in advertising pages purchased in that year.
 
 
Table 4: Mean Advertising Pages for Cover and Table 4: Mean Advertising Pages for Cover and Non-Cover BrandsNon-Cover Brands
 N M SD
Car & DriverCar & Driver    
 1995 Cover 14 22.50 24.52
 1995 Non-Cover 35 8.14 8.43
    
 2000 Cover 17 13.23 13.75
 2000 Non-Cover 32 8.031 11.47
     
Motor TrendMotor Trend    
 1995 Cover 14 19.7 18.72
 1995 Non-Cover 30 6.27 5.98
    
 2000 Cover 18 12.00 11.88
 2000 Non-Cover 26 5.88 8.94

 
                        Hypothesis three was fully supported for Motor Trend, but only partially supported for Car & Driver.  Winners in 1995 purchased less advertising in
Car & Driver than non-winners. In reviewing the data, this could be explained by such major advertisers as Dodge, Ford and Nissan (50, 69 and 70 annual ad
pages respectively) not winning any comparison tests that year.  Winners in Motor Trend, however, purchased nearly three times as much advertising in 1995,
and over twice as much in 2000, than non-winners. Another explanation of this difference is that Motor Trend trailed Car & Driver in advertising pages sold.
Motor Trend may have been more susceptible to advertiser pressure, and thus been more likely to feature advertisers who purchased a greater number of pages
on its covers. The means for winners and non-winners are shown in Table 6.
 
Table 6: Mean Ad Pages for Winner and Table 6: Mean Ad Pages for Winner and Non-Winner BrandsNon-Winner Brands
 N M SD
Car & DriverCar & Driver    
 1995 Win 10 17.6 10.86
 1995 Non-Win 15 19.87 23.95
    
 2000 Win 10 22.7 18.73
 2000 Non-Win 24 8.92 7.65
Motor TrendMotor Trend    
 1995 Win 8 27.50 20.09



 1995 Non-Win 19 9.21 7.31
    
 2000 Win 10 16.10 14.05
 2000 Non-Win 14 7.50 8.02

 
Hypothesis four was supported for both years. In 1995, brands in the Top 10 list purchased almost four times as many pages as non-Top 10 brands. In

2000, the range decreased to twice as many as non-Top 10 winners. The brands were divided into two groups: brands included in the Top 10 and brands not
included in the Top 10. The comparison provided further support for the hypothesis that brands that purchase more ads tend to make it into the Top 10 list.
The means of these two groups and the other results are presented in Table 7.

 
Table 7Table 7
Mean Ad Pages for Top 10 and Non-Top 10 BrandsMean Ad Pages for Top 10 and Non-Top 10 Brands
 N M SD
Car & DriverCar & Driver    
 1995 Top 10 8 32.50 23.59
 1995 Non-Top 10 41 8.29 10.57
    
 2000 Top 10 7 17.14 11.75
 2000 Non-Top 10 42 8.62 12.24

 
Do these results denote “advertiser pressure”? One alternative explanation might be that the biggest brands are the most successful—they purchase the

most advertising, have more money available for research and development, have the greatest economics of scale and scope, and therefore, produce the best
automobiles. To account for this possibility, the top three advertisers were removed from the data set for both magazines in 1995 and 2000 (Refer to Table 1
—the top four were removed from Motor Trend in 1995 due to a tie), and correlations were run again for hypothesis one over both years. Table 8 displays
adjusted Pearson correlations between Ad Pages and Number of Reviews for Car & Driver and Motor Trend for 1995 and 2000. 
 
Table 8: Adjusted Pearson Correlations for Table 8: Adjusted Pearson Correlations for Number of Reviews and Ad PagesNumber of Reviews and Ad Pages
Publication 1995 2000
Car & DriverCar & Driver (n = 38) .55 .54
Motor TrendMotor Trend (n = 38) .32 .28

 
Table 9: Adjusted Partial Correlations and Table 9: Adjusted Partial Correlations and Regression Coefficients for Number of Reviews and Two Independent VariablesRegression Coefficients for Number of Reviews and Two Independent Variables
 
Independent Variable 1995 2000
 P.C.      B P.C.      B
Car & DriverCar & Driver (n = 38)   
 Ad Pages .24      .24 .23       .20
 Number of Models .45      .49 .53       .52
  Adjusted R-Squared .41 .36



    
Motor TrendMotor Trend (n = 38)   
 Ad Pages .21      .23 .04     .03
 Number of Models .15      .17 .34      .56
  Adjusted R-Squared .08 .29

 
For Car & Driver, removing the top three advertisers only marginally diminished the correlation for 1995, and for 2000, the correlation increased. For

Motor Trend, the correlation decreased for both years. Thus, although both still exhibited moderately positive correlations, Car & Driver may favor top
advertisers more than Motor Trend. As Table 9 indicates, the adjusted partial correlation scores and regression decreased in 1995 for both magazines, but in
2000, all but the Adjusted R-Squared statistic increased.
  
Discussion and ConclusionDiscussion and Conclusion

This study supports the growing anecdotal and empirical evidence that advertising affects editorial content. While not suggesting a direct causal
relationship, there is definitely a positive correlation between increased coverage and exposure of certain brands in editorial content and the amount those
brands advertised. A positive correlation was found between advertiser purchases and the number of “reviews” a car brand receives. In general, more frequent
advertisers receive more editorial attention ¾ even while controlling for the number of models a brand produces. Additionally, brands that were featured on
the cover, who won comparison tests and were selected for “Top 10 Lists” purchased substantially more advertising than their counterparts. 

However, the evidence supporting a strong correlation between amount of advertising and the amount and quality of coverage was greater for 1995
than for 2000.  A substantial change in the economy may account for this difference. In 1995, the average number of advertising pages purchased by a brand
in Car and Driver and Motor Trend magazine was 15 and 11.6 respectively. In 2000, these averages dropped to 12.05 and 9.225 accounting for a 118- and 95-
page drop respectively (see Table 1).  In Table 3, the substantial drop of the partial correlation in 2000, compared with the moderate decrease in 1995, suggests
that as the number of editorial pages become increasingly abundant, the additional editorial pages tend to be devoted to vehicle models from those brands that
increasingly advertise. Since both magazines sold substantially more advertising in 1995 than 2000 (around 25% more), the extra editorial content created by
the increase was dedicated to the brands that bought those ads. The data supporting the other three hypotheses provide additional evidence for this
conclusion. 

This conclusion is contrary to the intuitive notion that magazines would do more to protect their advertising relationships during difficult economic
periods because their financial livelihood is at stake. Although coverage is still positively correlated with advertising during slow economic times, it is not
nearly as strong. The partial correlations that were adjusted for the top advertisers in Table 9, indicate that there is loyalty by editors toward advertisers in
difficult economic times, but other data suggest that editorial favoring occurs primarily when advertising provides more room for editorial content. Thus,
editorial coverage is somewhat impartial up until basic editorial direction is satisfied; any extra editorial, made possible by increased advertising, tends to go
to brands that buy those ads.

Overall, these results support the argument that a long-standing and well-understood relationship exists between publishers and advertisers. Hoyt
(1990) described the process as marketing-driven journalism: “The task becomes keeping people interested in a certain range of goods or activities” (p. 36). In
this scenario, publishers pay most attention to the big spenders and well-established companies. To enter that favored “range of goods or activities” and take
part in the dialogue, a manufacturer brand must pay the price with advertising dollars. In exchange, publishers implicitly agree to offset any negative editorial
with an overabundance of positive coverage. At the same time publishers help attract consumers who might not be attracted through conventional forms of
marketing. Publishers also try their best to spread the winnings and awards around. “Such internalized gatekeeping is perhaps more insidious than the overt
pressure of advertisers” (Soley & Craig, 1992, p. 8).
            There are limitations to the study due to its scope. First, the results cannot be generalized beyond the two magazines used in this case study. Second,



correlations do not indicate causality, so they don’t answer the chicken/egg question of the positive relationship. Third, the study did not attempt to measure
whether the reviews were positive or negative and whether that influences advertising dollars. It did, however, measure that those that won comparison
features (positive coverage) were more likely to advertise. 

Further research could be conducted to measure some of the shortcomings of this study.  Future analysis is needed to determine a direct relationship
between economic prosperity and advertiser favors. Other, perhaps finer, analyses could be done to measure the positive or negative quality of the reviews.
Perhaps a measurement of the advertising, editorial and unit sales of specific car models would have yielded different results. Finally, more content analyses
are needed to examine other product categories where readers depend on the opinions of writers for making purchase decisions (computers, movie reviews,
etc.). In the meantime, publishers and editors will continue to struggle with the question of advertiser pressure.

 
 

[1] For this study a brand refers to a car make (i.e. Toyota, Chevrolet, Dodge, Porsche)
 
[2] Probability levels are not presented with any of the findings because tests of statistical significance are appropriate for generalizing to a population when sampling is used,
and are not measure of relationship strength (Moore, 2001). This study did not comprise a sample, but a census of the population under study. Thus, the results are not meant to
be statistically generalized. But as argued earlier in the methods section, these magazines were chosen as theoretically representative of some specialty consumer magazines,
thus are appropriate for nonstatistical generalization (Keppel, 1991).
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